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Bermuda Cats Quilt© 
Designed by Fat Quarter Shop TM 

www.fatquartershop.com 
Finished Size: 41 ½� x 41 ½� 

 

 
 
 

Fabric Yardage 
Blue & Yellow Bermuda Cats Panels 16 Picture Panels 
Green Fabric  ½ Yard 
Fuchsia Fabric  ¼ Yard 
Aqua Fabric  ½ Yard 
Yellow Dancing Cats ½ Yard 
Backing & Binding Fabric 3 Yards 

 
 
This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced 
without the express permission from Kimberly Jolly.  This pattern may not be used 
for commercial purposes.  All rights reserved. 
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Cutting Instructions: 
Panels: 
Cut 16 7 ½� squares from various panels.  Fussy cut each 7 ½� square by centering each 
panel.   
 
Green Fabric: 
Cut 2 7 ½� x width of fabric border strips 
Crosscut strips into 40 1 ½� x 7 ½� rectangles  
 
Fuchsia Fabric: 
Cut 25 1 ½� squares 
 
Aqua Fabric: 
Cut 4   1 ½� x width of fabric border strips 
 
Yellow Dancing Cats Fabric: 
Cut 4  3 ½� x width of fabric border strips 
 
Step One:  Prepare Sashing & Rows 
A. Assemble 5 sashing rows as follows: 

 
 
B. Assemble 4 rows as follows alternating panels to your liking: 

 
 
C. Join sets of rows by alternating rows from Step A & B above according to quilt 

diagram.   
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Step Two:  Attach Borders 
Inner Border: 
A. Pin 1 ½� x 33 ½� aqua border strips to each side of the quilt.  Match centers and ends 

and ease fullness as you pin the border strip.  Sew each border strip and press towards 
the border strip.  

B. Pin 1 ½� x 35 ½� aqua border strips to the top and bottom of the quilt.  Match centers 
and ends and ease fullness as you pin the border strip.  Sew each border strip and 
press towards the border strip. 

 
Outer Border: 
A. Pin 3 ½� x 35 ½� yellow dancing cats border strips to each side of the quilt.  Match 

centers and ends and ease fullness as you pin the border strip.  Sew each border strip 
and press towards the inner border.  

B. Pin 3 ½�� x 41 ½� yellow dancing cats border strips to the top and bottom of the 
quilt.  Match centers and ends and ease fullness as you pin the border strip.  Sew each 
border strip and press towards the inner border. 

 
Quilt & Bind as desired. 


